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AT A GLANCE

BSW products used
 � everroll® compact

 Decors: uni II Mons Diamant, 
 uni II Goa, xtreme Toronto I

Installed area
approx. 1,500 m² 

Customer
INTERSPORT PlusCity
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In September 2016, sports retail giants INTERSPORT opened 
a new flagship store in Upper Austria’s largest shopping mall 
“Plus City”, in Pasching near Linz, offering customers great 
scope for shopping, browsing or simply asking for advice. With 
a wide range of services on offer, the store is a real highlight: 
customers can have their shoes or sports shirts printed, draw 
up an individual training schedule with the Active Coach, 
have their foot shape and running style analysed and test their 
sleeping bags and jackets in the cold chamber. The first-class 
quality of this new store isn’t just highlighted by the available 
services but also by the interior design and fittings. 

The chosen surface for an area of some 1,500 square metres 
was everroll® flooring from the manufacturers Berleburger 
Schaumstoffwerk GmbH (BSW), and it was also installed in 
several sales areas and on a podium. The highlight, however, 
is the area with the uni II Mons Diamant variety. As the name 
suggests, there are tiny sparkling particles incorporated in the 
flooring. The lighting in this sales area comes from various 
sources, such as black light, for instance, and when this falls 
on the flooring, quite stunning visual effects are created. 

Optically speaking, there are two smaller areas that stand apart. 
One of them was fitted with the light-coloured xtreme Toronto I 
floor surface. The 200 m² sales area provides space for various 
fitness clothing, equipment and training apparatus, as well as a 
number of stationary exercise bikes for customers to try out. On 
the second approx. 100 m² area, the reddish uni II Goa floor 

was laid to provide a contrast to the otherwise largely black 
flooring around it and to attract attention to the podium set up 
in the centre of the floor. 

In addition, the design concept is pervaded by circles: the 
floor surface and the lamps, display tables and pedestals all 
show circular forms. Through the use of colours and forms, the 
connection to the sports retailer INTERSPORT is created. The 
round area in red, for instance, strongly resembles basket and 
medicine balls. And to make sure customers can achieve a 
good all round training performance, there are around 45 staff 
members on hand to offer personal advice.

The selected floor covering from the everroll® range is perfectly 
suited to INTERSPORT’s flagship store, as the elastic material 
counteracts the symptoms of fatigue which arise after long 
periods of walking or standing. As these floorings are mainly 
used in fitness centres and therefore geared to their special 
requirements, potential new shoes or sports equipment can 
be tried out directly on genuine sports flooring. everroll® is 
resilient and hard-wearing, easily withstands the long-term 
burdens of various training equipment and, through its slip-
resistant and point-elastic qualities, supports athletes when 
exercising by easing the strain on joints and muscles. The 
floor’s impact-sound reducing characteristics greatly improve 
room acoustics, ensuring that no customers are ever disturbed 
by excessive noise levels.
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The technical information given 
in the documents are guideline 
values. They are liable to manu-
facturing tolerances, which may 
vary depending on the type of 
underlying properties. The currently 
valid versions of this information 
are provided on our website and in 
the PDF versions of this catalogue. 
The PDF versions are available to 
download from our website. We do 
not assume liability for spelling or 
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